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Abstract
In a meta-analysis, a question always arises. Is it worthwhile to combine estimates from studies of different populations using various
formulations of an intervention, evaluating outcomes measured differently? Sometimes even study designs differ. Differences are expected
in a meta-analysis. These may be negligible, and a pooled estimate of effect can guide the clinical decision. However, when the differences
are large, this estimate may mislead. Effect estimates from study to study differ because of real differences (between-study variability) and
because of chance (within-study variability). To combine estimates when there is heterogeneity (between-study differences are large) may
not be sensible. Two complementary methods may be used to detect heterogeneity: visual inspection of the forest plot and calculating numerical measures of heterogeneity (I2 and Q). Visual inspection can show effects that are different from the rest. A large I2 (proportion of
overall variability attributed to between-study variation) or a small P-value associated with Q may suggest heterogeneity. Large P-values,
however, do not mean the absence of heterogeneity. It is more informative to report the confidence interval of the I2. If there is no heterogeneity, a pooled estimate of the true effect may be generated using only within-study variation (fixed-effect model). If there is substantial
heterogeneity, reasons should be sought. Subgroup analysis or meta-regression using study-level characteristics may be done. Although
more involved and potentially challenging, individual-level data (Individual Participant Data, IPD) may also be used. In the case of unexplained heterogeneity, both within- and between-study variation should be used to generate a pooled estimate (random-effects model). This
estimate does not estimate a single true effect but estimates the average of a range of effects of the intervention on populations represented
by the studies. If precise enough (narrow confidence interval), this estimate, together with the prediction interval (a measure of uncertainty
in the effect one might see in a particular context), can guide clinical and policy decisions. Ó 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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A meta-analysis combines estimates from several
studies to generate pooled estimates of the effect of a treatment or exposure on an outcome. The danger of reporting
pooled estimates is that readers may overlook the overall
picturedsome studies having bigger effects than the other
studies, some effects with different directions (harm) from
the benefit shown by most studies. The variation may be
due to subtle but important differences in the distributions
of effect modifiers in the populations, the interventions
compared, the observed outcome, or study design. For
example, a meta-analysis comparing zinc supplementation
with placebo to treat diarrhea in children showed a benefit
of reducing the duration of diarrhea by 13 hours. Subgroup
analysis showed a benefit for children older than 6 months
but no benefit to possible harm for younger children [1].
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These findings are among the basis for the WHO recommendation for diarrhea management in children: ‘‘Mothers,
other caregivers, and health workers should provide children with 20 mg per day of zinc supplementation for
10e14 days (10 mg per day for infants under the age of
6 months).’’ [2]. A local clinical practice guidelines recommend zinc supplementation (20 mg/day for 10e14 days) as
adjunctive therapy for acute infectious diarrhea in children
older than 6 months but not for children less than 6 months
[3]. To avoid missing out on such important distinctions, researchers (and readers) must be alert to these differences.

2. Detecting heterogeneity
Differences in results are inevitable by chance alone and
may be too small to consider. The key decision is when to
worry. Several strategies have been used to assess heterogeneity. The simplest is an inspection of the forest plot for
bigger or smaller estimates compared to the rest of the estimates that vary in direction (harm to benefit). It is also
useful to check if the interval estimates have poor overlap
(e.g., two or more estimates do not overlap), suggesting
heterogeneity [4].
Sometimes differences may be hard to detect by visual inspection. Hence it is advisable to complement visual inspection with numerical measures of heterogeneity. One such
measure is the Q statistic. Q is not interpreted as a measure
of heterogeneity by itself. It is used to test the hypothesis that
there is no heterogeneity, and P-values are reported. While
this may be done, it should be noted that large P-values
should not be interpreted as the absence of heterogeneity
[4]. This test suffers from low power, especially when there
are few studies, a common situation in a meta-analysis.
By a simple formula, another measure of heterogeneity can
be derived based on the Q statisticdI2. I2 is easy to

Fig. 1. Effect of within-study and between-study variability on the
Confidence Interval of pooled estimates.

understand. A 95% confidence interval (CI) of the pooled estimate can become wide for two reasons: (1) the studies may
have wide 95% CIs (within-study variability, Fig. 1A) and/
or (2) the studies may vary greatly from one another (between-study variability, Fig. 1B). When both within-study
and between-study variability are small, the 95% CI of the
pooled estimate will be very narrow (Fig. 1C). I2 describes
the magnitude of heterogeneity as the proportion of the total
variability (between þ within) that is attributable to
between-study variability. Cut-offs have been proposed but
noted to be not applicable in all circumstances [4,5]. However,
there is an agreement in the importance of reporting confidence intervals of I2 for proper interpretation [5.6].
Whatever numerical measure of heterogeneity is used,
this should be interpreted together with a visual inspection.
Numerical measures should not replace visual inspection
but should complement it.

3. Dealing with heterogeneity
When heterogeneity is low, the pooled estimate can
consider only within-study variation (fixed-effect model).
If heterogeneity is detected, an explanation should be
sought. The populations studied may be different (varying
ages and nutritional status in the zinc example), the interventions may not be exactly the same (zinc varies in dose
and formulation), the outcome measures may have been
defined differently (different standardization of preweighted disposable diapers to measure stool output), or
the study design may have been dissimilar (randomized
by individuals or by clusters) [1,4]. Subgroup analysis or
meta-regression using study-level characteristics may be
done. In the zinc study, for example, the studies were
grouped according to their target population: age !
6 months, age O6 months, and age both ! and
O6 months [1]. This grouping highlights the limitation of
using study-level characteristics. Children aged 6 months
do not belong in any of the groups. The third group was
needed to classify studies, which included both age groups.
Individual-level characteristics (Individual Participant
Data) may be used instead. Participants are more accurately
classified into groups. Quantitative characteristic such as
age is maximized when used in its original measurement.
However, this method is intensive and potentially more
challenging and requires a great deal of coordination with
authors and their institutions [7].
If unexplained heterogeneity remains, the pooled estimate
should include between- and within-study variability
(random-effects model) [4]. The fixed-effect model assumes
that there is a single unknown effect. The studies in a metaanalysis provide estimates of this single effect, which are
pooled to yield a more precise estimate. The randomeffects model postulates that there is variation in the effects
of the intervention and what it estimates is the average of
these effects among the populations represented by the
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studies [4]. Given that we are dealing with a range of effects,
it is intuitive to report the average. But this is an incomplete
picture. Users should also know the extent of the spread of
the effects. Prediction Intervals, although not commonly
used, when reported together with the estimate of the average
effect, can better guide clinical and policy decisions [4,8].
The Prediction Interval (PI) is different from the Confidence Interval (CI). CI is a measure of the precision of the
estimate of the average effect in a range of contexts. PI is a
measure of the uncertainty in the effect one might see in
one particular context, taking into account between-study
variation.

4. Conclusion
Forest plot showing estimates that are too far apart with
a poor overlap of CIs suggests heterogeneity. This finding
should be complemented with numerical measures of
heterogeneitydI2 and Q. I2 should always be reported with
its confidence interval. Large P-values associated with Q do
not necessarily mean the absence of heterogeneity. When
heterogeneity is detected, subgroup analysis or metaregression may be done using study-level characteristics.
Although intensive, Individual-level analysis (IPD) can be
a better alternative. When unexplained heterogeneity remains, the random-effects model may be used to estimate
the average effect. If precise enough (narrow confidence interval), this estimate, together with the prediction interval,
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can guide clinical and policy decisions. When heterogeneity is very large, average estimates can mislead instead of
inform.
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